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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

My name is Leslie M. Schenk. I am a Senior Economist with 

Christensen Associates, which is an economic research and consulting firm 

located in Madison, Wisconsin. I have been employed at Christensen 

Associates since June, 1995. During my tenure at Christensen Associates, I 

have worked on many research projects for the U.S. Postal Service. 

In 1982 I received a 8. A. from SUNY College at Buffalo, with a major 

in economics and a minor in mathematics. I received an M.A. in economics, 

and an M.A. in mathematics (with a concentration in statistics) from Indiana 

University in 1984 and 1986, respectively. In 1995 I received a Ph.D. in 

economics from Michigan State University. 

From 1985 to 1986 I was a research assistant on the economic 

forecasting modeling project at the Indiana University Business School. 

There I was responsible for quarterly economic forecasts for industry clients. 

From 1986 to 1989 I was a demand analyst for Indiana Bell Telephone 

Company. Among my duties there, I helped prepare analyses for rate case 

filings before the Public Service Commission of Indiana. I also provided in- 

house statistical consultation. From 1993 to 1995 I worked as a research 

assistant at the’lnstitute for Public Policy and Social Research at Michigan 

State University. My research there was on nonprofit organizations. From 

1983 to 1993, I taught numerous economics, business statistics, and 

mathematics courses. 

In this proceeding, R97-1, I gave direct testimony on the cost of 

counting, rating and billing Business Reply Mail. I also presented testimony 

ii 
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1 on the costs of nonletter-size Business Reply Mail in Docket No. MC97-1. 

2 My research for the Postal Service has also included a number of in-field 

3 surveys to support Dockets No. MC95-1 and MC96-2. 
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1. Purpose of Testimony 

The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate that the hypothesis 

put forth by witness Haldi (ANM-T-1) in section V. of ANM-T- 1, 

“Misreporting By The IOCS of Standard Mail (A) Entered by Nonprofit 

Mailers,” is without foundation. In that section, Dr. Haldi hypothesizes that 

the unit cost attributable to nonprofit Standard (A) mail is inflated, due to a 

failure to calibrate or synchronize nonprofit cost and volume data. Dr. Hafdi 

has, however, failed to prove that there is a significant discrepancy between 

cost and volume data for nonprofit Standard IA) mail. 

In calculating the level of ‘miscalibration,” Dr. Haldi relies exclusively 

on the results of a survey of nonprofit mailers conducted by the Alliance of 

Nonprofit Mailers IANM) to make inferences about the universe of nonprofit 

mailers. Witness Haldi does not, however, provide evidence that the survey 

respondents are representative of the population of nonprofit mailers. While 

some of the ANM survey results do show that there are a limited number of 

instances when mail endorsed as nonprofit paid regular rates, these results 

cannot be used to make inferences on the population of nonprofit 

transactions because the survey results have not been shown to be 

representative of the population. In fact, these results are subject to bias 

from several sources. 

In addition, the survey responses do not indicate how the mailings 

reported by respondents were entered into the Postal Service volume 

systems, and hence cannot be used in any way to infer that volumes and 

cOsts for nonprofit Standard (A) mail are not Consistent. As such, one 

cannOt use the estimates developed by Dr. Haldi in his testimony to conclude 
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that “the results of the extensive modeling efforts relied upon by the 

Commission and the Postal Service for rate making (has) become unreliable” 

(Tr. 22/l 1811). 

In fact, I will show that the magnitude of the impact of 

inconsistencies between nonprofit Standard iA) volumes and costs is 

minimal. As discusses in detail in Section Ill, there are three ways in which 

disqualified nonprofit mail sent at regular Standard. (A) rates may have 

nonprofit endorsements. These three sources, and the levels of volume 

represented by these sources in FY96, are shown in the table below. 

Source 
Disqualification after acceptance 
(recorded in AIC 119) 

Reversals 
Disqualification at acceptance 
Total regular Standard (A) volume 

Volume 
Negligible 
impact on 
volumes 
6,129,920 
30,322.965 
36.452,885 

with nonprofit indicia 
PFY98 Regular Standard (A) volume 
Percentage of regular rate volumes 
with nonprofit indicia 

59,339 million 
0.061% 

But, there are also circumstances under which mail sent at nonprofit 

rates are endorsed are regular rate Standard (A). In PFY96, reversals in the 

PERMIT system from regular rate to nonprofit amounted to 12.9 million 

pieces. Given this data and the data in the table above, we can calculate the 

net amount of IOCS costs that should be in regular Standard (A), but are in 

nonprofit Standard (A). These calculations, discussed in Section III, are 

summarized below. 
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IOCS costs, IOCS Costs, Adjusted Cost Shift 
FY96 to reflect endorsements (Sbillion) 

1 Nonprofit to I 
Regular Std. IA) 1 
Percent of 
Nonprofit IOCS 
costs 

The net effect is that $0.4 million in IOCS costs should be in regular 

rate, but are in nonprofit. This represents only 0.18 percent of nonprofit 

Standard /A) IOCS costs, which were $0.228 million for FY96. This 

contrasts with Dr. Haldi’s estimate that 7.85 percent of mail processing 

costs have been incorrectly attributed to nonprofit mail. Therefore contrary 

to what is suggested by Dr. Haldi, no adjustments to nonprofit or regular 

Standard IA) costs are needed. 

According to the official rules of mail preparation of the USPS, as 

described in the Domestic Mail Manual, mail must be endorsed to reflect 

appropriately the rates being paid. When a nonprofit mailer has not followed 

the regulations established for content of nonprofit mailings, they must pay 

regular bulk rates (Standard (A) or First-Class). All bulk Standard IA1 mail 

claimed at regular rates must be endorsed as such, i.e., marked “Bulk Rate’.* 

The fact that the mailer is not always forced to re-endorse the mail in this 

circumstance is an accommodation that has been extended to mailers by the 

’ Or the abbreviation “Blk. Rt..’ according to the Domestic Mail Manual, Issue 49 iO9-Ol- 

95), Section M302. 
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22 II. Analysis of The Methodology Used in the ANM Survey 

23 The ANM survey results are, at best, biased anecdotal instances of 

24 mailings paying regular rates but sent with nonprofit indicia in FY96. The 

USPS to facilitate timely service to these customers. When a mailing is 

disqualified for nonprofit rates after the mail has entered the mailstream or 

after it has been delivered, re-endorsing all mail pieces in the disqualified 

transactions ,is not feasible, nor is it feasible to identify and change the IOCS 

tallies that reflect this mail, if any. 

The USPS does not dispute the fact that, in some circumstances, 

nonprofit mailers will pay regular Standard (A) rates for a mail piece with 

nonprofit indicia on it, and that, if sampled, the piece would be recorded as a 

nonprofit mail tally in IOCS. However, as will be demonstrated below, these 

instances are infrequent. In addition, as will be demonstrated here, 

disqualified nonprofit mailings frequently remain recorded in the volume 

systems as nonprofit Standard (A). In these cases, volumes are consistent 

with costs. 

In the next section, an analysis of the sample methodology used in 

the ANM survey will demonstrate the degree to which it does not comply 

with standard statistical methodology, and the sources of bias that lead me 

to question how representative the ANM survey respondents are of the 

universe of nonprofit mailers. In Section II;, I discuss the extent to which 

volumes and IOCS tallies are not consistent when a nonprofit mailing is ruled 

ineligible for nonprofit rates, and I show this amount to be minimal. A 

summary of the findings and recommendations is found in Section IV. 
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1 results of the survey do not represent the population of nonprofit mailers 

2 because standard survey procedures for statistical sampling were not 

3 followed. As even witness Haldi admits, “For a fully representative survey, 

4 one would need a random sample of the entire universe of mailers that 

5 entered mail at nonprofit rates in FYI 996” (Tr. 30/l 6410). Because the 

6 ANM survey results were not generated from a random sample of nonprofit 

,7 mailers, nor developed from a survey designed using supportable statistical 

8 methodology, no inference from the survey results can be used to develop 

9 inferences on the population of nonprofit mail as a whole. 

10 In addition, the ANM survey responses do not indicate how the 

11 volumes for these mailings were recorded in Postal Service databases. 

12 Therefore, the ANM survey responses cannot be relied upon to give 

13 estimates of the degree to which the volume and cost data systems for the 

14 universe of nonprofit mailers are not consistent. 

15 
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A. Appropriate Statistical Survey Methodology Was Not Used in ANM’s 

Survey 

In this section, it will be shown that the ANM survey was not 

conducted using standard statistical survey methodology. The sample was 

not a random sample of nonprofit mailers, since only ANM members (or 

members of affiliate organizations) were sampled. It will be shown that 

biased estimates result because inflammatory wording was used on the 

survey form, and no attempt was made to control for non-response bias. 

The survey results were used to infer behavior of the universe of nonprofit 

5 
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mailers in subsequent analysis by witness Haldi, without any analysis of the 

representativeness of the ANM survey responses. 

The ANM surveys were originally sent out only to ANM member 

organizations WSPWANM-Tl-42). Nowhere is it shown that ANM members 

are representative of the population of nonprofit mailers as a whole (e.g., do 

most small local churches belong to ANM). If one were trying to estimate 

the median income in the U.S., a sample consisting of only residents of 

Beverly Hills, CA would not be a representative sample, and the estimate of 

median income from that sample would be biased. 

For sample instrument design, the proper technique is to draft the 

survey form so as not to divulge the purpose behind the survey, in an effort 

to elicit unbiased and representative responses. The wording of the ANM 

survey is such that a biased response is more likely. The first paragraph of 

the memo to ANM members that constitutes the survey includes the 

following: “the ongoing postal rate case litigation before the Postal Rate 

Commission threatens to hit nonprofit Standard A mailers with substantial 

increeseg...could be as hioh as 15-18%” (Tr. 22/11833). In the second 

paragraph, it reads ‘In order to best orotect vour interests and the interests 

of your colleagues in this critical coalition...” A member of ANM receiving 

this survey, and not having had any mailings that were disqualified for 

nonprofit rates, would, quite logically, be likely to perceive that it is not in 

the best interests of ANM for them to report “negative” results, and so 

would be disinclined even to respond to the survey. 

Mail surveys often suffer from the problem of non-response or self- 

selection bias. Typically when conducting a survey by mail, or, as in this 

6 
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case, by facsimile, multiple attempts must be made to get a response rate 

that is high enough to provide statistically significant results, and to reduce 

self-selection bias. ANM made no attempt to follow-up on non-respondents 

(Tr. 30/1641Ol. The response rate (for the revised survey responses, dated 

February 2, 1998) was, at most, only 15 percent of all surveyed (the total 

number of nonprofit organizations surveyed is unknown, but considered by 

Dr. Haldi to be higher than the 700 who originally received surveys from 

ANM (Tr. 22/l 1,869)). A 15 percent response rate is considerably lower 

than what is generally considered necessary to produce statistically valid 

estimates. 

Mail surveys typically produce biased results, unless certain measures 

are taken (such as following up on non-respondents) to ensure non-biased 

responses. ANM does not report any analysis done that demonstrates that 

the respondent group for its survey was representative of the universe of 

nonprofit mailers. Dr. Haldi relies on these (untested) results to make 

inferences on the universe of nonprofit mailers. 

Dr. Haldi claims that, since responses came from all major geographic 

areas (a term that is undefined in his testimony), the survey results show 

that “the phenomenon of using nonprofit evidencing on Standard Mail (A) is 

indeed widespread” (Tr. 22/l 1812). There is a fallacy in Dr. Haldi’s 

argument, since geographic dispersion of a phenomenon does not imply 

magnitude of that phenomenon. Airline crashes occur all over the world, yet 

one cannot use that fact to imply that the chances of an airplane crash are 

so great that one should avoid air travel. 
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While nonprofit organizations in the U.S. may be geographically 

dispersed, originating nonprofit Standard (A) mail is concentrated in the 

Midwest and East, since many nonprofit organizations use mailing houses 

and large printing firms in these areas to prepare their mailings. Also, there 

is no a priori reason to believe that acceptance and accounting practices vary 

across facilities in the Postal Service, since both practices are governed by 

national rules. Therefore, Dr. Haldi’s claim that the geographically 

representative ANM survey responses indicate that the phenomenon in 

question is “widespread” is unjustified. 

Other criteria that should have been used in this case would include 

whether average transaction size, and type of mailing (e.g., indicia used) are 

similar between survey respondents and the universe of nonprofit mailers. 

Given the data available from the ANM Survey responses, it is 

impossible to tell whether the respondents are representative of the 

population of nonprofit mailers. The survey responses provided in ANM-LR- 

1 do indicate that at least one-third of survey responses were received from 

members of the American Association of Museums; it is highly unlikely that 

one-third of all nonprofit Standard (A) volumes are associated with this 

group. 

20 B. Analysis of ANM Survey Responses~ 

21 In developing his estimate that 7.85 percent of all mail processing 

22 tallies are incorrectly attributed to nonprofit Standard (A) mail, Dr. Haldi uses 

23 the “conservative” estimate that at least two-thirds of mail owned by 

24 T. nonprofit mailers paying commercial rates had nonprofit evidencing of 
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postage paid. This two-thirds estimate was based on the ANM survey 

results. 

Not only was this two-thirds estimate developed from a non- 

representative sample, as described above, but some of the ANM survey 

responses were simply misinterpreted or recorded incorrectly. In addition, 

over one-third of all responses were provided on a different survey form than 

the one described by Dr. Haldi and attached to his testimony (compare Tr. 

22/l 1833-34 to ANM-LR-1, Forms 29 and 69-108). 

I have performed an analysis of the survey responses provided by 

ANM in their library reference (ANM-LR-1); this analysis is described in 

Appendix A, and summarized in the table below. As shown in this table, 

there were 71 surveys where either a different survey form was used, or 

mistakes had been made in reporting the results in Exhibit ANM-Tl-1. 

Survey Problem Number of 
Survey 

Responses 
Used the second (less detailed) survey form 45 
Survey responses not recorded correctly 26 
Two responses reported on one form 22 
Total 93 

Of the 108 “responses” received by ANM, 45 are on a second (less 

detailed) survey form. This second survey form did not explicitly ask for 

information on how the disqualified nonprofit mail paying regular rates was 

endorsed. Given that the questions on the second survey form are worded 

much differently than the first, this second form really constitutes a much 

different survey instrument, and so the results from the two surveys should 

not be combined into one estimate. 
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For 26 of the survey responses, the data recorded in Exhibit ANM-TI- 

1 did not match the answers provided on the survey forms (provided in 

ANM-LR-I). Most of these 26 survey responses indicated that the mail sent 

regular rates was entered “with a nonprofit permit” lquestion Zb), but also 

indicated that the indicia used on the mailpiece was for regular rate (question 

2~). But this clearly indicates that, for these respondents, their mail was 

endorsed at the rate that the mail was sent. For these 26 responses, the 

results reported in Exhibit ANM-Tl-1 (upon which Haldi bases his analysis) 

erroneously show there to be the potential* for a discrepancy between the 

volume and cost systems, where clearly no discrepancy exists. 

Twenty-two of the 108 “responses” are marked with two numbers on 

a single response form., Nothing in ANM-LR-1 indicates any reason for this: 

the double numbering does not appear to correspond to mailers who mailed 

at both commercial and nonprofit rates. Given that ANM-LR-1 was not filed 

until February 26, 1998, there has not been sufficient time to explore this 

issue further. 

Exhibit 1 in Appendix A shows the original results of the ANM survey, 

as provided in Exhibit ANM-Tl-1, as well as the errors found, based on my 

analysis of the original survey responses. 

’ Given that the ANM Survey does not obtain information on how volumes for these 

mailings were recorded in Postal Service data systems, the ANM Survey results cannot be 
used to determine whether the costs and volumes for these mailings are inconsistent. 
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III. The Limited Extent To Which Nonprofit Volumes and Costs Are Not 

Consistent 

The ANM survey responses that are the basis for Dr. Haldi’s estimate 

of the percent of mail processing tallies that are incorrectly attributed to 

nonprofit Standard (A) mail do not provide information on how the 

disqualified mailings reported were entered into the Postal Service volume 

systems. Therefore, the degree to which the volumes and costs for 

nonprofit mail are not consistent cannot be determined from the ANM survey 

responses. 

In this-section, I will demonstrate that the degree to which nonprofit 

IOCS costs are overstated because volumes and costs are inconsistent is 

less than two-tenths of one percent. Therefore, the degree to which volume 

and costs are inconsistent is much less consequential to the development of 

nonprofit costs than Dr. Haldi’s testimony would have the Commission 

believe. 

A. Disqualification After Acceptance 

Nonprofit mailings can be disqualified for nonprofit rates after 

acceptance, and even after delivery, if a determination is made that the 

mailing contents did not follow the official guidelines for nonprofit mailings. 

These determinations are made generally by postal employees or Postal 

Inspection Service personnel, although problems can also be brought to the 

attention of the Postal Service by mail recipients. These instances are 

infrequent in occurrence, and do not result in a djscrepancy between the 

11 
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volume and costing data, given the official accounting practices of the Postal 

Service (see pages 7-8 above). 

As the Postal Service provided in its response3 to ANM/USPS-28, 

when a revenue deficiency is identifieda, the official USPS accounting 

procedure is for the revenue deficient amount to be recorded in revenue 

account 41511, Revenue Postage Other (AIC 119, “Revenue Deficiency 

Found”), with an offset to an Accounts Receivable, general ledger account 

13412 (AIC 814, “Suspense”). The recording of the account receivable in 

AIC 814 is made at the same time the revenue deficiency is booked into AIC 

119, since the USPS follows a standard double entry accounting system. 

When payment is received for the revenue deficiency, it is debited to general 

ledger account 11211 IAIC 802 “Cash Received”), with a corresponding 

credit made to accounts receivable account 13412, AIC 814. 

Any revenue deficiencies recorded in AIC 119 and payments 

subsequently debited to AIC 802 are not also recorded into a PERMIT system 

revenue account, since that would result in double recording of revenue. 

There is no shifting of volumes between nonprofit and regular rate categories 

when the revenue deficiency is recorded in AIC 119, since the original entry 

in the PERMIT system is not changed. The disqualified nonprofit mail 

volumes remain in the Postal Service volume and revenue systems as 

originally recorded in the PERMIT system (i.e., as nonprofit Standard (Al), 

’ This interrogatory response is included es Appendix C to my testimony. Initially provided 
as en institutional Postal Service response to a discovery request, it was prepared by me, 
and I am prepared to respond to questions regarding it. I hereby adopt it es part of my 
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which is how the pieces for that mailing are endorsed. The adjustments 

made in AIC 119 are reflected in overall RPW revenue control for stamped 

and metered mail. 

AIC 119 includes all revenue deficiencies, not just those associated 

with nonprofit disqualifications. Revenue deficiencies associated with 

transactions where nonprofit Standard (A) mail was ruled ineligible for 

nonprofit rates cannot be isolated without extensive examination at each 

postal site reporting individual transactions in AIC 119. As reported in 

Appendix C, the overall level of revenue in AIC 119 in FY96 was $12.8 

million, which is 0.04 percent of total stamped and metered revenue in 

FY96. This shows that the impact of disqualified nonprofit mailings 

accounted for through AIC 119 on nonprofit and regular Standard (A) 

revenues through the BRAF adjustment is negligible. 

Accounting for revenue deficiencies due to disqualified nonprofit 

mailings through AIC 119 (and its associated accounts) does not cause any 

change in permit imprint volumes. Permit imprint volumes account for 82 

percent of all nonprofit Standard (A) volumes. 

Dr. Haldi cites 79 Revenue Investigations against nonprofit 

organizations, but the cases he cites ware those reoorted to the Postal 

Service by the Inspection Service in FY97, not necessarily for mailings 

originally sent in FY96. But regardless, disqualifications as a result of 

Revenue Investigations will not result in changes made to nonprofit Standard 

a As would occur in the case when a mailer sends a mailing at nOnPrOfit rates, and it is 
subsequently assessed regular rates. 
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(A) volumes. since the revenue deficiencies will be accounted for in AIC 

119. 

On rare occasions, another procedure is used for accounting for 

disqualified nonprofit transactions. In some cases, when a nonprofit mailing 

is ruled ineligible soon after the transaction has already been recorded in the 

PERMIT system (as nonprofit mail, using Form 3602-N), the original entry 

will be netted out, and the same volumes (but new, higher revenues) will be 

recorded in PERMIT under a Form 3602-R (i.e., as regular Standard (A) rate 

mail). This procedure is sometimes known as a “reversal.” 

Reversals can be done for many reasons, in addition to accounting for 

disqualified nonprofit Standard (A) transactions. This procedure was 

developed, and is most commonly performed, to correct data entry errors in 

the PERMIT system. Reversals are also done when a customer has paid for 

a nonprofit transaction out of their regular rate trust account because their 

nonprofit trust account had insufficient funds, and then later deposits 

sufficient funds in the nonprofit account to cover the transaction. 

The overall impact of reversals in the PERMIT system is minimal: 

using FY96 PERMIT system transaction-level data (as reported in 

ANMAJSPS28, see Appendix C), an estimated 6.1 million pieces were 

moved from nonprofit to regular rate’. This represents only 0.05 percent of 

all nonprofit Standard (A) volumes (12,439.6 million pieces in FY96). Given 

that the most common (and intended) use of the reversal procedure is to 

correct for data entry errors, the estimate. of the percentage of nonprofit 

5 A source code listing for the analysis of reversals is provided in Appendix D 
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8. Disqualification During Acceptance 

Nonprofit mailings can be disqualified for nonprofit rates during mail 

acceptance procedures, if a determination is made that the contents of the 

mailings do not follow accepted guidelines for nonprofit mailings. 

The only available means to determine the degree to which nonprofit 

mailings disqualified during acceptance are mailed at regular rates with 

nonprofit indicia are “disqualification logs,” which may be maintained by 

acceptance units. This information, usually recorded on Form 8075, is not 

available in a central database. Only hardcopy forms are kept, and are not 

always available for years previous to the most recently completed fiscal 

year, as many sites discard the logs after one year. 

18 In order to get some measure of the degree to which nonprofit 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

transactions disqualified during acceptance pay regular rates but get sent 

with nonprofit indicia, Christensen Associates (LRCA) undertook a survey of 

30 acceptance sites, selected from the universe of sites with bulk permit 

imprint nonprofit Standard (A) revenues for FY96, as reported in the FY96 

Trial Balance. This survey is described in detail in Appendix B. 

volumes that are switched to regular rate in PERMIT is considerably less than 

this 0.05 percent. 

This section demonstrates that the total level of changes in volumes 

due to nonprofit transactions ruled ineligible for nonprofit rates after 

acceptance is negligible. The following section will discuss how these 

changes may come about. 
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AS demonstrated by the results of the LRCA survey, reported in 

Appendix B, nonprofit mailings were infrequently disqualified for content 

reasons and mailed at regular rates, even in FY96 (in early FY96 the Postal 

Service issued Publication 417, which explained the restrictions on content 

of nonprofit mailings). By the second quarter of FY96, the sample sites 

contacted reported that their nonprofit mailers or mailing agents had become 

sufficiently familiar with the new rules, so that compliance increased 

dramatically6. In fact, most sites reported that QZ-04 FY96 were no 

different, in terms of the number and volumes of disqualifications, than FY97 

or FY98 to date. 

When a nonprofit mailing (endorsed nonprofit) is disqualified during 

acceptance, and is mailed at regular rates, it is recorded using Form 3602-R. 

Therefore, for permit imprint mail, there would be a resulting discrepancy in 

these infrequent cases between volumes and costs. For stamped and 

metered mail, volumes were taken from the domestic probability sample in 

FY96. Since both volumes and costs for this mail were based on sample 

data, there would be no discrepancy between volumes and costs for FY96. 

From LRCA survey results, I estimate that the volume of mail bearing 

nonprofit indicia that was disqualified for nonprofit rates during acceptance 

and paid regular rates is only 0.4 percent of all nonprofit volume, as 

discussed in Appendix B. 

a Even during the first quarter of FYg6, when more disqualifications ware recorded, 

sites reported that they did not force mailers to change indicia on disqualified mailings as an 
accommodation to help mailers adjust to the new rules. 
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C. Entry At Commercial Rates 

There is only one circumstance under which mail endorsed as 

nonprofit is allowed to be entered by the mailer at regular rates (i.e., when 

not allowed just as an accommodation to the mailer). This is the case where 

the mail is sent pending approval or reapproval for nonprofit rates. in these 

circumstances, once nonprofit rates are approved, a reversal is usually 

recorded in the PERMIT system, and so the volumes and costs are both 

recorded as nonprofit, and no inconsistency exists. In this case, the original 

mail is sent with regular rate indicia, so costs would be underestimated for 

nonprofit Standard (A), since volumes are credited to nonprofit mail while the 

costs are credited to regular Standard (A) mail. In FY96, as reported in 

Appendix C, the transaction-level data shows that an estimated 12.9 million 

pieces were moved from regular rate to nonprofit, which represents 0.1 

percent’ of all nonprofit Standard (A) volume. 

There are also cases where reversals from regular rate to nonprofit are 

done. When a mailing is disqualified for nonprofit rates during acceptance 

(and is therefore entered into PERMIT using Form 3602-R) and later is ruled 

eligible for nonprofit rates on appeal, sites have used the option of 

accounting for this change through a reversal, where the original Form 3602- 

R is netted out, and e new Form 3802-N is recorded. In this case, there is 

no inconsistency between volumes and costs, since both are recorded as 

’ In fact, more than twice as many pieces were reversed from regular Standard (Al rates to 
nonprofit rates in W96 112,934,452 pieces), than were reversed from nonprofit Standard 
(A) rates to regular rates (6,129.920).. 

17 
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7 ,Therefore, the IOCS costs that should be in regular rate Standard (A), 

8 but are in nonprofit (because the mail was endorsed nonprofit) are: 

9 

10 

nonprofit. 

D. Effect of Disqualified Nonprofit Mail on IOCS Costs 

As discussed above, there are three ways in which disqualified 

nonprofit mail sent at regular Standard (A) rates may have nonprofit 

endorsements. These three sources, and the levels of volume represented 

by these sources in FY96, are shown in the table below. 

Source 
Disqualification after acceptance 
(recorded in AIC 119) 

Reversals 
Disqualification at acceptance 
Total regular Standard (A) volume 

Volume 
Negligible 
impact on 
volumes 
6,129,920 
30,322,956 
36.452.876 

with nonprofit indicia 
PFY96 Regular Standard (A) volume 59,339 million 
Percentage of regular rate volumes 0.061% 
with nonprofit indicia 

Iocs reg. SId.(A)(FY96) 
[1 -%reg.Srd.(A)with NPindiciu 

- IOCS reg. Srd.(A)(FY96) = 

-1.024 = 1.0246-1.024 

$O.O006B 

The $1.026 billion represents the amount of IOCS regular Standard 

(A) costs in FY96, if the pieces with nonprofit indicia but paving regular rates 

18 
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had been identified as regular bulk rate pieces in IOCS tallies (assuming all 

such pieces would have been sampled in IOCSI. 

But, as discussed above, there are also circumstances under which 

mail sent at nonprofit rates are endorsed as regular rate Standard (A). In 

FY96, reversals in the PERMIT system from regular rate to nonprofit 

amounted to 12.9 million pieces, which is 0.1 percent of PFY nonprofit 

Standard (A) volume. Given this, the IOCS costs that should be in nonprofit 

Standard (A), but are in regular rate (because the mail was endorsed regular 

rate) are: 

IOCS Nonprofit Std.(A)(lT96) 
[l - % NP with reg.rate indiciu 

- IOCS Nonprofit Std.(A)(lT96) = 

- 0.228 = 0.2282 - 0.228 

$O.O002B 

The $0.2282 billion represents the amount of IOCS nonprofit 

Standard (A) costs in FY96, if the pieces with regular bulk rate indicia but 

paying nonprofit rates had been identified as nonprofit pieces in IOCS tallies 

(assuming all such pieces would have been sampled in IOCS). 

The net effect is that $0.4 million in IOCS costs should be in regular 

rate, but are in nonprofit. This represents only 0.18 percent of nonprofit 

Standard (A) IOCS costs, which were $0.228 billion for FY96. This contrasts 

with Dr. Haldi’s estimate that 7.85 percent of mail processing costs have 

been incorrectly attributed to nonprofit mail. Therefore contrary to what is 

19 
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to what is suggested by Dr. Haldi, no adjustments to nonprofit or regular 

Standard (A) costs are needed. 

IV. Summary 

Dr. Haldi estimates that 7.85 percent of all bulk rate mail volume 

paying regular Standard iA) rates was endorsed as nonprofit. This estimate 

is based on misreported survey responses, and is subject to multiple sources 

of bias. Evidence from transaction-level PERMIT data, Postal Service 

accounting data, and acceptance logs at representative acceptance sites, 

show that the net affect of disqualified nonprofit mailings~ is that $0.4 million 

in IOCS costs should be in regular rate, but are in nonprofit Standard IA). 

This represents only 0.18 percent of nonprofit Standard (A) IOCS costs. Dr. 

Haldi’s 7.85 percent estimate is a gross exaggeration of the extent to which 

nonprofit volumes and costs may not be consistent. Because the degree to 

which nonprofit mail processing tallies are inconsistent with nonprofit 

volumes is much less significant than surmised by Or. Haldi, his suggested 

adjustment to nonprofit costs is not warranted. 
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APPENDIX A - ANALYSIS OF ANM SURVEY RESPONSES 

The survey responses filed by ANM in ANM-LR-1 clearly show that 

there ware a number of instances where responses were summarized 

incorrectly. In addition, a different survey form was used for over one-third 

of the respondents. Also, there were apparently a number of cases where 

two responses were recorded on the same form. Below, we discuss our 

analysis of the ANM survey findings. 

A number of responses where the mailer indicated using a nonprofit 

permit for mail entered at the Standard (A) regular rates (question Zb., on the 

ANM form) ware reported in Exhibit ANM-Tl-1 [revised Z-9-98) as being 

pieces entered with nonprofit Standard (A) indicia. However, question 2c 

addresses the issue of how a piece was endorsed (what postal indicia was 

used), not question 2b. Mailers can use a nonprofit permit (i.e., a nonprofit 

trust account) to pay for a regular rate mailing (which would get entered into 

the PERMIT system as regular rata), while having the piece (correctly) 

endorsed regular Standard IA) bulk rata. 

For a number of responses, the answers given ware unclear. For 

example, a number of mailers reporting that there were mailings entered at 

nonprofit rates that were later determined not to qualify for nonprofit rates 

(question 5 on the ANM form), also indicated that assessments were still 

under appeal. Without contacting survey respondents to clarify responses, it 

is impossible to tell if volumes reported in question 8 for these respondents 

included volumes still under appeal. 

For survey responses 29, and 69-108, a different survey form was 

,,sed than for the other responses. On the second SUNW form (those 
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apparently sent from the American Association of Museums (AAM) to their 

member organizations), no direct questions were asked concerning the 

endorsement of the mail under investigation. Ouastions 3 and 4 from that 

form are (emphasis from original): 

3) During 1996, how many mailings and at what~volume did you 

choose to send at the COMMERCIAL Standard A (bulk) rata (Le., 

not the nonprofit rate)? 

4) During 1996, how many mailings and at what volume did you 

attempt to mail at the nonprofit bulk rata, but ware forced by the 

USPS to sand at the COMMERCIAL Standard A [bulk) rate (i.e., 

not the nonprofit rata)? 

These questions asked respondents to provide the number of mailings and 

number of pieces that applied. Nowhere in these questions are respondents 

asked to report what endorsements or indicia ware on the mailings in 

question. It is not clear from the wording in question 4 whether the mailings 

reported were disqualified during acceptance or after acceptance. This 

distinction is important, because mailings disqualified during acceptance are 

accounted for differently than mailings disqualified after acceptance, and 

hence volumes will be recorded differently. Given how differently the 

questions are worded on each version of the survey, it would not be logical 

to combine the results from these essentially different surveys. 

Exhibit USPS-RTZ2-1 gives the corrected survey responses. In 

column 3, the reason for the correction (if any) is noted. Of the 108 

‘responses” received, 45 are on the lass detailed (AAM) survey form. and 36 

have entry errors. 

22 
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1 Twenty-two of the 108 *responses” are marked with two numbers on 

2 a single response form. Nothing in ANM-LR-1 indicates any reason for this; 

3 the double numbering does not appear to correspond to mailers who mailad 

4 at both commercial and nonprofit rates. 
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2 REGlNARlndda 
3 NP hdii 
4 NP IndicialMeter 
5 NP tndiimeter 
6 NP lndida 
7 NP lndidr 
6 NP Meter 
9 NP tnd!&meter 
10 NP Meter 
11 .ffP lti~efef 
12 NP IndlcidMeter 
13 NP bldida 
14 NP IndlcialMeter 
15 NP lndii 

16 REGulARlndii 
17 REGULAR lndiia 
16 REGULAR IndkJa 
19 NP kIdida 
20 REGULAR Indida 

21 NP lcdkia 

22 NP kcdiiaRJlete1 
23NP lndicia 

24 NP lridicia 
25 REGULAR lndida 

26 NP Mida 
27NP lndicia 
26 NP Ititi 
29NA NA 
30 NP Meter 
31 NP lndidmeter 
32 NP hdida 
33 NP lcdiiia 

34 NP hbtiia 

35 NP lndida 
36 NP Mida 

37 NP lndicia 

36 NP Itida 

39 REGULAR Meter 
40 REGULAR Indic~hlleter 
41 REGULAR Ir.didaMcter 

42 NP hdiia 

43 NP Mida 

44NP lndkia 
45 REGULAR IndicLaMeter 
46 NP lndida 

47 NP I&ii 
46 NP hdida 



Pennit 
Mailer used 

57 NP 

How Shown Comdion or problem 

lndicia B 

RR Standard(A) Postage 
Paid Originally NP Std(A) Postage 

(on disqualiied NP mail) Originally Paid 
Pieccs Pieces 

Entered with E&red with Piaces on which 
RR Std (A) NP Std (A) RR Btd(A) rater 

lndicia lndicia were later asesssd 

_. .~ 
56 REGULAR lndicia 
59 NP lndido 
60 NP hditia 
61 NP llldk% 
62 REGULAR Indi 
63 NP lndicia 
64 REGULAR Meter 

lndida 65 NP 
66 NP 
67 NP 
68 NP 
69 NA 
70 NA 
71 NA 
72 NA 
nt44 
74 NA 
75 NA 
76 NA 
77NA 
70 NA 
79NA 
WNA 
81 NA 
82NA 
83NA 
84NA 
85NA 
e6NA 
07 NA 
eat@. 
89NA 
WNA 
91 NA 
92 NA 
93 NA 
94NA 
Bsti4 
96NA 
97 NA 
98N4 
99NA 
loo NA 
101 NA 
102 NA 
103 NA 
101 NA 
105 NA 
106 NA 
107 NA 

Meter 
lndida 
1ndiCia 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
N4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

‘NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

Combined with #59: B 
Combined with #56: B 
Response recorded incwectly 

D 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
CUTlbinedWithX90;B 
CambinedwithX89;B 
B 
cWnb.inOdWitbS93:B 
Combinedw%h#92;B 
CWlbiWdWUbx95;B 
Camblnedwah~B 
B 
COlllbllledWilb~B 
crmbinadWith197:B 
CanbiMdWittlt1oo;B 
Ccmbined with #99: B 
B’ 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
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APPENDIX B - LRCA SURVEY DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 1 
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The only information available to determine the degree to which 

nonprofit mailings disqualified during acceptance are mailed with nonprofit 

indicia, but pay regular rates, are “disqualification logs” maintained by 

acceptance units. This information, usually recorded on Form 8075, is not 

available in a central database. Only hardcopy forms are used, and are not 

always available for years previous to the most recently completed fiscal 

Year, since many sites discard the logs after one Year. In order to determine 

the degree to which nonprofit transactions disqualified during acceptance 

pay regular rates but have nonprofit indicia, LRCA undertook a survey of 

postal sites accepting bulk nonprofit Standard (A) mail. 

A. Survey Methodology 

The universe of all postal sites accepting bulk nonprofit Standard (A) 

mail, as determined by those facilities with positive bulk permit imprint 

nonprofit Standard (A) mail in FY96, was divided into two strata. 

From the strata with the top 20 sites [the 20 sites with the highest 

bulk permit imprint nonprofit Standard (A) revenue in FY961, we selected all 

20 sites with certainty. We selected all sites in this strata to survey, 

because, a priori, we expected that there will be more variance in 

experiences for the larger sites, since they will have a more variable mailer 

population (in terme of mailing sizes) than sites with less nonprofit revenue. 

That is, these sites will have very, large mailers, as well as small mailers. 

Fourteen of the twenty sites in this strata responded to our survey by March 

25 
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6. ‘I 998. Ten of these sites were able to provide information on acceptance 

activity. 

From the second strata, containing all other sites, we selected 10 

sites to sample, where the sites were selected with probability proportional 

to size (revenue). All but one of the sites in this second strata were able to 

provide us information on disqualified nonprofit Standard (A) mailings in 

FY96. At this tenth site, all personnel now working in the acceptance unit 

had been there less than six months, and the FYS6 logs had not been 

retained. 

A source code listing for the sample selection process is provided in 

Appendix D. 

A letter explaining the survey, and a list of survey questions, was 

faxed to each sample site’s Manager of Business Mail Entry (these 

documents are reproduced below). The 8ME Manager was instructed to 

select someone in their facility knowledgeable about acceptance and 

accounting procedures for nonprofit transactions in FY96. Personnel from 

LRCA called the designated contact at each site, and conducted a telephone 

interyiew, with the questions previously faxed to the site as a guideline for 

the discussion. This survey was conducted February 25, 1998 - March 13, 

1998. 

The acceptance logs for FY96 were not available at all sample sites. 

In these cases, survey respondents were asked to provide information on 

disqualified nonprofit mailings for the most recently completed accounting 

period (AP5), and for FY97 (if those logs were still available). The 

respondents were then asked to characterize FY96 activity in comparison to 
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these other two periods. Since there was a change in content rules for 

nonprofit mailings that was first enforced in FY96, this period of time was 

memorable for the personnel we surveyed, and so they were able to provide 

information on acceptance activity for FY96. 

No standard errors or confidence limits are provided for the estimates 

presented here, as time constraints prevented bootstrapping of standard 

errors before filing of testimony. However, it should be noted that the 

survey sites are representative of the universe of sites accepting nonprofit 

bulk permit imprint Standard (A) mail, given the sample design and high 

response rate. Respondent sites reported verY similar experiences with 

acceptance of nonprofit mailings, lending credence to the conclusion that the 

results reported here represent the n/pica1 experience of acceptance units 

concerning nonprofit mailings. 

B. Survey Results 

The most common comment of respondents concerning nonprofit 

mailings in FY96 was that there were more disqualifications for content 

violations in the first quarter of FY96, and then the disqualification rate 

tapered off significantly for the rest of FY96. Postal personnel credit a good 

working relationship with local mailers as the key to making the transition to 

the new rules as smooth as .possible. Mailing agents (printers, mailing 

houses, and mail consolidators) were especially diligent about adapting to the 

new rules quickly, so that they could provide good service to their own 

customers. Mailing agents, who generally handle higher volume transactions 

than individual mailers, also tended to return disqualified mail to the mail 
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1 owner, rather than send it through at regular rates. But even many smaller 

2 nonprofit mailers (e.g., local churches or scout groups) chose to rework their 

3 disqualified mailings, rather than pay the (higher) regular rates, since many of 

4 them can use volunteers to prepare mailings. 

5 To determine how much nonprofit mail disqualified~ during acceptance 

6 paid regular rates but was endorsed nonprofit, I used the results of our 

7 survey of acceptance sites. Sites reported the volumes associated with 

8 disqualified mailings for FY96. One site reported revenue deficiencies for the 

9 disqualified mailings; the percentage of revenue deficiency to total nonprofit 

10 revenue in FY96 for this site was applied to the total nonprofit volume for 

11 this site, to calculate the volume of nonprofit mail disqualified in FY96. 

12 These volumes were rolled up in each strata to obtain an estimate of the 

13 volume of disqualified mail paying regular rates but with nonprofit indicia for 

14 the each strata. The volumes in each strata were then summed together to 

15 get the total volume of disqualified mail paying regular rates but with 

16 nonprofit indicia for the universe. As Exhibit USPS-RT22-2 shows, the 

17 volume of disqualified mail paying regular rates but with nonprofit indicia 

.18 was 30.9 million pieces, which is only 0.25 percent of all nonprofit Standard 

19 (A) volume in FY96. This indicates that, even in a period when witness 

20 Haldi claims there was increased enforcement of content rules for nonprofit 

21 mail, the incidence of inconsistency between volume and cost as a result of 

22 nonprofit mailings disqualified during acceptance is negligible. 
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Exhibit USPS-RT222: LRCASurvey Results 

Nonprofit Nonprofit %ofNP disqualifed, paid 
Ranking Finno Site Response Complete Revenue Piwas d!quallled Total NP volume reg. Std.(A) 

ata 1 1 x x 31.651,633 260.904.760 0.10% 260,904.760 292.500 

6 
7 
0 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

x x 
x 
x x 
x. x 
x x 
x 

x x 
x x 
x 
x x 

x x 

19.147.423 172.972,413 
25563.520 244696.745 
17.214,140 171.112,655 
18,119,366 155595.497 
16.315849 157,808.395 
1X675.670 116.9C6.776 
15,285,455 129.600.911 
15.151.482 136,815.234 
13.847.736 166.006.651 
13,364.642 127.991,287 
14,636.646 130,702.743 
20,677$44 219,267.261 
13,127299 130.397.898 
13.926.926 127.674.427 
10.940.879 123.434.082 

0.00% 

0.00% 
1.95% 
0.02% 

1.81% 
0.00% 

0.41% 

0.16% 

172.972,413 
0 

171.112.655 
185.595.497 
157,808.395 

0 
0 

136615.234 
166.005.651 

0 
130,702.743 

0 
0 
0 

123.434.082 
x x 11.528.576 124.237.648 0.01% 124.237.846 
x 10.677.977 111.606349 0 

0 

0 
3,234,OOO 

37,500 

2.476.350 
4.077 

534,375 

i95.000 
6.500 

19 12.244.621 115.054.496 0 
20 12,832,677 104,490,3% 0 

rata2 41 x x 5.548.452 47.408.699 0.78% 47.406.699 36O.WO 
52 x x 4.700.928 41.662,702 0.08% 41;662;702 25.010 
54 x x 9.551.672 67.304171 0.06% 87.304.171 50,000 
56 x x 4.600.761 49.040235 0.02% 49.040.215 9,000 

244 x x 810.527 6.913.916 6.913,QlS 
249 x x 693,735 8.838.972 6,638.972 
462 x x 193.617 1,152.840 I.152840 0 
709 x 171.026 1.297.151 0 

4220 x x 12,042 0 0 non-PERMl 
10162 x x 1.715 0.00% 0 0 non..PERMI 

Totalresponsa Strata1 0.42% 1.629.389.276 6.760.302 (11 
Totalraspo"seStrata2 0.18% 240.141.535 444,010 121 

Toblnven"ssitKStnla1 Respondents 168.453.521 
Totalrsvenue~ar SlntPZRerpondcnls 26,313,646 

T&lPPI%m"en"eallstnta~ 346.320.269 131 
Total PFYQ6 R"C"U~ all strata 2 1.005.092.504 141 

Inflation Factor strata 1 
lnfmlion hdorstraia 2 

~faadoi~wiittntal 
lnflaledDisquallfedshala2 

TotalGMSSS~A)NNDnproMRevsnue 

GM 96 Control 

Total Estimated volume disquafid at acc=zplencs 

Pe~ntofNonproMV~lumelhalisd*quarfied 
~tamptano and pays regularrate(endorwd nonpmfil) 

= 131 IFI 
=141/121 

13,939,489 m = VI * ISI 
16.959.689 181 = I21 -El 

1.326.212.251 191 

0.98 [IO] = IQ1 1 01 + t4l) 

X),322,965 Ill) =llOl'Vl+l8D 

12.212.159,128 [12j 

0.25% [13] =[11]/[121 
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APPENDIX C: RESPONSE ‘OF THE USPS TO INTERROGATORY OF THE ALLIANCE 
OF NONPROFIT MAILERS (ANMAJSPS-28) 

ANM/USPS-28. Assume that several mailings bearing Nonprofit Standard Mail (A) 
[or nonprofit third-class) indicia later gave rise to payment of back postage on 
grounds that each affected mailing was ineligible for nonprofit rates. 

a. When a check is received for payment of the back postage, would the payment 
be credited to a Standard Mail (A) (commercial) revenue account, or to a 
Nonprofit Standard Mail (A) revenue account? Please identify the account to 
which the payment would be credited, and explain why the Postal Service 
accounts for such payments in this way. 

b. Assume that the checks for payment of back postage were all received within 
the same time frame, but in different cities. Would the payment always be 
credited in the same manner as described in response to preceding part (a), or is 
it possible that in one city it would be credited one way, but in another city it 
would be credited differently? Please explain. 

c. If you response to preceding part (b) is that such payments are systematically 
credited in the same way, please: 

i. ~identify the accounting regulation, rule, standard, guideline, instruction, 
or procedure that specifies the account to which the receipt of payment 
of back postage (under the circumstances specified here) should be 
credited, and 

ii. produce a copy of the accounting regulation, rule, standard, guideline, 
instruction, or procedure. 

d. When the payment is credited to a revenue account in the manner described in 
response to preceding part (a), is a new or revised form 3602 filled out? If not, 
what record(s) is (are) filled out in conjunction with receipt of payment? Please 
identify the regulation, rule, standard, guideline, instruction, or procedure that 
specifies when a new or revised form 3602 is to be filled out, and produce a 
copy of the regulation, rule, standard, guideline, instruction, or procedure. 

e. Assume that the check for payment of back postage is received and credited to 
a revenue account (as described in your response to part (a)) in an office that is 
part of the PERMIT system. Please describe how the PERMIT system would 
pick up and reflect these additional revenues in the RPW system. For example, 
would the PERMIT system pick up revenues without any corresponding mail 
volumes? If not, how is the situation handled? Please identify the regulation, 
rule, standard, guideline, instruction, or procedure that specifies how the 
PERMIT system would pick up and reflect these additional revenues, and 
produce a copy of the regulation, rule, standard, guideline, instruction, or 
procedure. 
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f. If a revised form 3602 is filled out, does it have the effect of removing the 
volume for which the payment of back postage is made from the nonprofit 
category and transferring it to the commercial rate category? 

g. Assume that a nonprofit organization has made a payment for back postage 
within the same year when the mail was entered and the “case” has been 
closed. How are the revenues and volumes for the affected mail finally recorded 
in the revenue accounts and the RPW system? Please identify the regulation, 
rule, standard, guideline, instruction, or procedure that specifies how the 
revenues and volumes for mail affected in this manner should be recorded and 
produce a copy of the regulation, rule, standard, guideline, instruction, or 
procedure. 
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RESPONSES: 

(a) No. According to official USPS accounting procedures, when the revenue 
deficiency is identified, revenue is recorded in revenue account 41511, revenue 
postage other (AIC 119, “Revenue Deficiency Found”), with an offset to an 
accounts receivable, general ledger account 13412 (AK 614. “Suspense”). 
The recording of the account receivable in AIC 614 is made at the same time 
the revenue deficiency is booked into AIC 119. Entries are made in AIC 119 
and 814 simultaneously, as part of the double entry accounting system used by 
the USPS. 

When a check is received for postage due to revenue deficiencies, it is debited 
to general ledger account 11211, AIC 802 (cash received). A corresponding 
credit is made to the accounts receivable account 13412, AIC 814 (suspense 
account). 

Revenues in general ledger account 4151 I are used in developing revenue and 
volume estimates in RPW through the revenue control. This revenue account 
‘is not class specific, and so revenues in account 41511 would not be credited 
to either nonprofit or regular Standard (A) categories. Account 41511 goes 
into the overall revenue control, and so minimally affects all revenue-controlled 
rate categories. The overall level of revenue in AIC 119 is so small (only $12.8 
million in FY96), it impacts revenues for revenue-controlled rate categories only 
0.04 percent. The revenues and volumes from the original nonprofit entry will 
remain as nonprofit. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) Attached is the Management Instruction titled “Collecting Revenue 
Deficiencies.” Also attached are the pages of the F-l Handbook (“Post Office 
Accounting Procedures”) concerning suspense accounts. 

(d) In the case that the postage due is recorded in AIC 119 (as described in (a.), a 
revised Form 3602 is not needed, although one’may be filled out as a worksheet 
to calculate the postage due. A Form 3544 (Cash Receipt) will be filled out and 
provided to the mailer. 

(e) Any nonprofit-related revenue deficiencies recorded in AIC 1 19 (general ledger 
account 41511) and payments subsequently debited to AIC 602 (general ledger 
account 1121 1) will not be entered into the PERMIT system in a revenue 
account, since that would result in double recording of revenue. The PERMIT 
system revenues and volumes will remain as originally entered: there will be no 
shifting of volumes between nonprofit end regular rate categories. The 
adjustments made through AIC 119 are reflected in overall RPW revenue control 
for stamped and metered mail. The overall level of revenue in AIC 119 in FY96 
was only $12.8 million, but AIC 119 includes all revenue deficiencies, not just 
those associated with nonprofit ineligibility. We cannot isolate revenue 
deficiency transactions due to ineligibility for nonprofit Standard (A) rates within 

the time available. At most, payments for postage due on ineligible nonprofit 
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transactions impact stamped and metered mail revenues by 0.04 percent 
fconservatively assuming all revenues in AIC 1 19 are due to nonprofit-related 
deficiencies). 

ff) No. When revenue deficiencies are recorded in AIC 119 (as in (a.)), a revised 
Form 3602 would not be filled out, except as a worksheet to calculate the 
postage due that is charged to the revenue deficiency account (as discussed in 
(d.)). No volume changes would be recorded in PERMIT as a result. 

Revised Form 3602s are occasionally entered into the PERMIT system. These 
are entered to correct errors in the original entries, and are rarely used for 
revenue deficiencies. Official USPS accounting procedures require treatment of 
revenue deficiencies as described in la). In infrequent cases where an error is 
caught in the original Form 3602 (focally, and shortly after mailing) or when a 
regular rate mailing is sent pending approval for nonprofit status, a revised Form 
3602 is filled out and the data subsequently entered into the PERMIT sysiem. 
As a result, permit imprint volumes would be moved from nonprofit to regular 
rate (or from regular rate to nonprofit, in the case where the mailer later is 
approved for nonprofit status). 

Using FY96 PERMIT system transaction-level data, an estimated 6.1 million 
pieces were moved from nonprofit to regular rate. This represents only 0.05 
percent of all nonprofit volumes. The transaction-level data for FY96 also show 
that an estimated 12.9 million pieces were moved from regular rate to 
nonprofit, which represents 0.02 percent of all regular rate volume. 

(g) See le.) above. 
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I. eurpose 
To establish procedures for th& uniform and 
expeditious handling of revenue deficiencies. 

II! Procedures 

A. Documenting the Defkiency 
The postal inspector or other postal employee 
who discovers a revewe deficwacy must doc- 
ument the amount and the ckcumstancu; In- 
volved in a memorandum IO the postmaster. 
The amount of the dcfkiency circd in the 
kmr till bc pated immediately to NC 119. 
Revenue Deficiency Found. This AIC is L 
receipt entry only and cannot be used on the 
disbursement side of rhe accoumbook. The 
general ledger account number is 4 I5 I I. 

8. Collection by Postmaster 

I. Postmasters must take immediate ac- 
tion to college amounts due. The postmas- 
ur must send a lerter to the customer 
Indlcatiog the amount and basis of the de- 
ficienc$ .a.nd requiring payment 30 days 
from rho customer’s receipt of the ktter. 
Ihe lcqter musI instrucI the customer char 
a staumeat of intention to pay or a formal 
appeal comesting the deficiency tiwst be 
made within 15 dap of receipt of the kt- 
w. 

. . 

2. The‘ lener musk also advire the CUS- 
tamer that, in rhc event an appeal is not 
flied within IS days, the letter will con- 
stirwe the final P0su.l Service decision on 
the existence and aznoum of the deficiency. 
The tewzr must be delivered to rhc CUS- 
tamer via certified mail, return recelp1 re- 
qucsrcd. If such delivery:tannor be made 
within 30 days (if. for example. the CUS- 
tamer refuses to sign for cenified mail), a 
duplicate letter must be delivered as t%s~- 
Class Mail. The postmaster must make a 

s-RT-22 

witten record oft rhe date of delivery and 
the p&our awempr5 to dcllver it. 

3. If no appeal Is tiled and the deficiency 
is not colkcted within 45 days of delivery 
of the lever. the postmaster must refer the 
case to rhe Field Division Controller. 
Copies of all letws to the customer must 
be sent IO the Genenl Manager. Raus.aad 
Classificnrlon Center (RCC). A accond 
copy is sent to the Inspection %‘vice If the 
revenue defkleocy was dIscovered hy a 
postal inspector. 

4 If she revenue deficiency is paid or 
pardal paymcnrr (see E) ‘ere received after 
the Field Division Controller has been no- 
tified that a revenue deficiency exists. zhe 
postmaster must promptly advise the Con- 
troller. 

C. AppeaI Process 

1. An appeal of a deficiency notice must 
be in wiring and addressed to the POST- 

muter. Posrmasrers must forward all ap- 
eaIs immediately to rhe General Manager. 

ka ces and ClassificaGon Ccnur (RCC). 
who will make the final Posml Service de- 
cision concerning the amount of the defi- 
ciency and advise the eusromer and the 
postmaster of rhe decision in writing. This 
notification should occur wIthin 30 days 
after the receipt of any addittonol informa- 
tion or assistance request& by the General 
Manager. The postmaster will nor initiate 
collection acuun before the RCC decision 
on rhe appeal. 

2. Based upon the facts and regularions 
involved the General Manager’s decision 
will spcify whether a deficiency should be 
asscsscd and, if so. iu amount. A complere 
~u~emtnr supporting the decision must be 
Included. 
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D. Customer Responslhility to Respond 

Customers muss ftdly respond to all Partal 
kWiCC uwespondence COtICed, nwetwe 
defkiency matters within 15 days. Failure ro 
respond within that time &I be rssumed u 
customer agreement tha1 the assess& defl- 
ciency is correct and that xhe amounr is duo. 

IL Payment of Defldencies 

1. The full amount dse should be paid in 
a lump son. When warranted, the defi- 
ciency may be sen!ed tjxough equal 
monthly payments for up to 3 years with 
interest computed each month on the un- 
pald balance. The interest rates to be ap 
plied (as set by the Secretary of the 
Treasury) till be published in the Paw[ 
&rf&rirz before each n&w calendar year. 

2. An agreement to pay a def&ncy by 
insralbnents must ,be in wiring and should 
include a provision for the acceleration of 
the balance due upon default In the pay- 
ment of any installmenr. (Advice should be 
sought from the Field Division Controller 
before entering Into such agreements.) 

F. UncoUected &ficitruIes 

1. Postmasren must fonwrd uncollecred 
deficiency cases to the Field Division Con- 
uolkr as soon as the ctwomerk response 
period has ended, or when the cusmmer 
refuses to pay the amount due. 

2. The Field Dlvision Controller. with 
advice from the Refional Counsel. if neca- 
sary, till promptly attempt to collect out. 
swdinp amounts. If such eff0.m nre 
unsuccessful, the Field Division Controller 
will refer rhe matter to the Regional COW- 
se1 for legal action. 

3. if customers. in discussions with Field 
Division Comrollen offer to pay a partial 
amount in lieu of the full amount (or seek 
WUI relief). the Conrroller has authority to 
deny the request. If the Controller belirws 
that a partial paymenr should be accepted. 
the Conrroller must document this recom- 

mendarlon to the Regionai Director. Fi- 
nance. The Regional Director will decide 
whether to accept a setrlement offer or to 
accept a request for total relhf. 

k The cuswmer must provide detailed fl- 
nancial records sufficient for the Re- 
gional Director, Finance, to make such 
dererndnation If the basls for the re- 
quested relief b financial hardship. 
Postal employees will not initiate an of- 
fer to settle disputed deficiency cases for 
less than the full amounr. 

b. In making a decision. the Ftegiona! Di- 
erector. Finance, may consider whether 
rhe underpayment (1) was made because 
of incotrecr Instructions given in writing 
by a postmaster or mail classlfiition 
manager or (2) ezdsted before a previous 
Postal Service review or audit of related 
mailer records, bur was not identified at 
rhsc time. 

c. If tic Reglonal Director. Finance. de- 
. cider to accept a senlemenr offer, the 

Field Division Controller will establish a 
payment schedule and interest charges 
for the deficiency and will advise rhe 
customer. the pd~tmasur, and the Wn- 
eraI Manager. RCC. of the amoum due. 
The Field Division Conuoller will also 
adv’&e these aff~ials if the Regional Di- 
rector. Finance. grams toral relief for a 
postage deficiency. 

#. In handling deficiency &. Finance 
personnel are not to revise the established 
amount of the deficiency which ws deter- 
mined in the final Postal Service decision. 

e5. For uncolleacd deficiencies, the Re- 
qionsl Director. Finance. will either (a) 
hold the posrmasw responsible for the de- 
ficiency in whole or in part or (b) relieve 
the posrmasrer of accountability for the 
deficiency. 

6. The Posral D;tr Center must be in- 
formed of the neccw.ry accounting adjw- 
merits. 

- 
.>. 
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POSI OffiCe Accoucrtlilg Pmcedure 52 

52 Suspense Items 
Suspense items am defined as stamp credit mohey orders, tanking 
sfrortages. travel and ealalyedvanms, axlemel and lnmlal audit 
dii. revenue dalldendes. Form 1412 dtffemrbzas. and 
miscellaneous cash Items Units must report the totals In AIC 814 at tha 
aam~ntbodc level Records for suspense ara maintalned at the aCcountbook 
unit. 

This section dexrixs how to report the different types of su6pensa. when to 
usesuspensefor~ntp~andwhatfonnsfousewhen 
mportlng adivlty end malntalnlng control. 

SZI Malntalning Sump& at the Form 141.2 Level 

a.1 Non IRT Offloes 
1, UseAIC814toreportsuspenseenbiesII1thedlsbursementsldeofthe 

dally Form 1412 end the aawuntbook. 

2s To clear suspense. report AIC 814 In tha race?@ side of the daily Form 
1412.butmakearedudiononlytoA)C.814intheanalyslssectionof 
the aoxuntbook. 

1s Use ATCs 754-770. except for AC 762. to report suspense itams on 
.theForm1412.AIC814Lsarol~ofall~~Csforthesccwmtbodc 
entry. 

2, Use AlCs W70 to dear wepense Items of Form 1412. 

tZurnple: Enter a s&y advance f& $100.00 as AIC 754 on the Form 1412 
or the IfIT. When you collect the salary advance. dear the suspen% item by 
using AIC 3% on the Form 1412. 

SPZ Controlling Suspense at the Accountbook Level 
>> Use AIC 814. the c1~1trolk3d a& for subpense In the accountbcok 

and datement of account (SOAj to report suspense balance. 

AlCa 754470 increase AC 8i4 at the accountbook IeveL AlCs 354-370 
dwease AIC 814 at the account&ok level. 

523 C&trolling Suspense items Internally 

szs.1 For Non-SFAP Units. 
1) Maintain a master suspense on Form 25 

22 Record lnweases and decreases on the lotm to calculate the ending 
baJarlw. 

3~ Compare and verify the balance to AK 814 In the amuntbook daily. 

H?f!dbc& F-l 
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525 

ihe accountbook unit uses Form 1556. Suspense /terns Support lnfonnetton 
@chWt 523.1). to ldentlfy each wspense Item in eufflcknt detail to provide an 
~traNforrsportinOpurp~a~totaloflhdnrldu;rlFo~25bytype 
mubte~al~Fcrmlti56masterFecordairdAIC814. 

523.2 For SFAP Units 
The dlstkf accoutilrtg ofke (DAO) maintains the Individual records for each 
suspense entry for offtte reporttngunder SFAP procedures. 

>> Use the trust and suspense system (TASS) worksheet to make entries 
ortodervsuspenseWemg~~thi,localForm1412level.S~nt 
information must be noted to ldenttfy the lndivldual or the exact reason 
fortheswpene3snby. 

524 Malntalnlng Form 1556 

524.1 For Non-SFAP Units 
1s Maintain a Form 1556 to kst eachindttal suspense ttem outstandlng 

on the last business day of a postal quarter (PO). 

2> In chronological order. till In the ortglnal date entered to suspense, a 
brief descrtption, a&n taken to dear, and amount. 

9, ~Subm#bheorlginalassupport(orthe~toAIC814onthestatemem 
ot account at the end of the W to the DAO. Retain the duplicate as 
support for the otfii copy of the SOA. 

6242 .For SFAP Units 
The DA0 maintslns the Form ‘1556 for all SFAP units. Wtthtn the SFAS. all 
suspense items are ldentlfied by unit number, AIC, descriptton. and amount In 
the TASS modute. 

The SFAS generates a Form 1656 wtth all Information requtred in date order 
by AC. 

525 Clearln~ Suspense Item6 
+> Use the guidelines below for deartng suspense Items whenever 

possible. 

Note: Suspense items cannot be deared expeditiously in every case. 
Howeyer, you must not igowe any Item. 

:- 
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526 

.lypoflterns 
Advallws 

Shortages 

Audit diflerences 

Revenue 
ddici0rldes 

Form 1412 
cilil~0nceS 

MiSWlhnWlJS 

I 

TheUmltorOtfwr 
InktruoUondRequlrement 
Muelb0wU0U0dnolaterth2n 4 
receipt at chqck oontalnlng ttle 
adWnent. 
Must be oolle@ed no later man 
reoeip of the reimbursement 
ChsdL 

Stamp aedit 

Barildng 

EXterrlal 

htt?rrlal 

.Colleot upon resolution. 
Must be deared when the unit 
adbds from theMsponsibta 
employee. dears the amount due 
for a nom funds (NSF) 
oh&. se@ the NSF dwok to 
CSC for cdlectron. or provldea 
suppcrtth2ttheitemls 
uncollectible (dafm tar loss). 
The ASC fssues statemmt of 
differences for these 
dlsuepandes. They should not be 
carried in euspense beyond 30 
days u?less the DA0 WS it 
7h060 rfscrspandss @Jl io ti 
confused wfth revenue 
deiioiencles) are those discovered 
at the post ofli~. usually by an 
inspector. They are limited to 30 
days unless othetwise direoted by 
the DAO: u-i 

i- Revenue 
r defk%ndes 

Management lnstwctlon DM-14O- 
69-2. Revenue Defidency. 
aovems the length of time you 

item reported on Clear by entry to a subsequent 
Fomi 1w)8 Form 1412 by the respondMe 

employee. 

suspens0 items Shouid be held for IKJ longer than 
&.&led as such 30 davs before requesting 

a&ce from the district 

6~6 kpplylng Tolerances 

Shortsges Shortsges 

>z >z DIdrid accounting ofiices may dear banklng shortages of $5 with an DIdrid accounting ofiices may dear banklng shortages of $5 with an 
offset VJ Aid 406. IJnidenUiIed Ditierence St@.. when responsibility for offset VJ Aid 406. IJnidenUiIed Ditierence St@.. when responsibility for 
the shwtsge osnnot be determined. the shwtsge cannot be determined. 

tiard5Gok F-l 
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531.1 

*-ges 

W> DislrlU acoourrlfng offlcw may dear bankfng oveqfes ofs5orlws 
and offwt to Al0 308. Unldenrmed fXffefsnce Ovef, tisn responsibilit)! 
for the cvaraga cannot be detentrlned. 

626.2 Miscellaneous 
>> OkMct accounting ofrices may dear Form 1412 shortages of $5 and 

less with an offset to AIC 406. Unktentkd Difference Short, when 
rwprmlbUity for the shortage csnnot bs datemined 

527 Wlonltorlng Suspense 

527.1 District kounthg Office 
The dldrlcl aocounting oftice fa responafbfe for mo@xfng aft Forms 1666 
tram aU statement of arkount of&s wtthfn the dfabfd. 

1s ComparethetotafonForm1666wfththetotalinAIC614onthe 
statement of account. 

2s Review the Form8 1666 andresdve outs&nding Items with the 
Individual off& 

3, Submif seml-annuaf district summary suspense report to the area 
flnancs of&x. 

6272 Area Finance Office 
1s ConMidate the district summary suapansa reparts. 

2, Submit summary of suspense date to post office accounting, 
Headquarters. 

53 Statement .of Difference 
The statement of accormt fs aud~ed by the Minneapolis Accwntmg service 
Center (MN&C). When informatkn fmm,ths SOA Is matched against 
f&rmatlon obtained from internal ‘andor external sources, differences may 
arise. The various lntemal and exfemaf sources include stamp stock 
shipments, b&Mng. deblt or credit cards, money order differences, and 
cantrallzed trust echty. It not already discovered by the post office, 
reso)ukn will be inittated by the MNASC 

~1 RekponslbIlitles 

sx.1 Mlnneapolls Accounting Sarvlce Center 

The MNASC is responslbte for audItIngthe statements of account and lssuina 
staternenls of differences for Grsaspandes: 
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715.5 Post office Accounting Procedures 

disks used for operation needs, such as weighing, fate ftlfmmation. and 
customer fnfo0afon, to ensure that there fs no fnanclal actlvffy. 

2, Rdfs of btank PVI fabefs must be controlled by the sq%vfsor. Keep. 
unused fabetsfn original plastic bags and shipping carton until ttoeded, 
for protection and to prevent undue exposure. 

715.5 Consolidating and Closing Out the Unit 
l> The unit closeout person is responsible for verifying the receipt of PVI 

aaivity reports from Individual c&&s and the consolidated unit PVI 
acwy repott. 

2S Each day, consoffkdate all clerk disks that have been “booted up’ on an 
‘IRT with a PVI. 

3, Review the unit Form 1412 -WI Actfvity Report- and make the 
necessary adjustments to AIC lU2 on the unit Form 1412 If you 
discover an out-of-balance &mcWcn. 

72 Mail Without Postaae Affixed 
Mailers may be authorized to mall matedal without aftixing pestage. 
Procedures detsiiing acceptance requirements are in DMM Module P. 

721 Handling Payment 

721.1 AccepUng Payments 
Customers pay at the Ume they mail or through an advance deposit account. 
Checks accepted at bulk mail entry unlfs (BMEUs) must have BMEU” 
recorded on the front of the check. Postmasters will apply the usual uiteda 
for accepting business checks for new permit holders and clients of permit 
howrs. 

>> Examhe checks before acceptance to be sure that the payee is etther 
ths U.S. Postal Se&z or the postmaster. See sectlon 312.1. 

7212 Recording Payments 

Non-lAT 
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7222 

-W 
Form 3544 

Dlrposltlon 
cklglnai Customer 

Duplicate Unit maintaining aaounts 

UnR list SuppocttoForm 1412- 

7213 Collecting on NonsuffIcient Funds Checks 
The Postal SeNics may contact the check writer of returried checks or may 
tmmediatety submft nonsuffiient funds @SF) cheW to a collection agency 
afkr a aacond deposit attempt. NSF checks go to the check collection 
agency for collection without further colfection efforts by the Postal Service. 
CollectIon efforts will be pursued only against the writer of the check, whether 
the permlf holder or dient of the penlt holder. 

721.4 Additional Collection Alternatlves 
If the writer of the NSF check Is the pennit holder, the Postal Service. after 
notftication, may reduce the perrntt holder’s accounts by the amount of the 
NSF check and applicable surcharge If the permit holder does not pay’upon 
demand. 11 the amount in the permit holder’s account does not cover the 
whole amount of the NSF check, the remainder of the amount owed Is 
treated as a revenue deficiency. The procedures for handllng revenue 
deftiendes are in Management lnstrudion DM140842. Collecting 
Revenue DefWendes. June 16.1969. 

722 Handling Revenue 

722.1 Recording Revenue 
>> To control payments and mailings. use Forms 1412.3063. and 

Individual acwunt fwms related to the specific revenue Category. 

Revenue Category 

Permit imprint 

Periodicals 

Exoress Mail 

- 
Form Descriptions 

Form 3609 Record of permit Imprint 

Form 3543 Record of periodlcal postage 

- Form 25 Express Mall corporate 
sc&unts 

Postage d&business Form 25 Additional postage requiredI 
reply:. business reply mall 

Otfices using approved automated sysleins such as the permit system and 
ewess mail reporting system (EMRS) will not transfer data to the Postal 
Service forms listeLi above. 

7222 Reporting Revenue 

BMEU employees must prepare Form X%33. enlering for each category the 

beginning b&nce. the total of all applicable Forms 3544 as deposits. the 

November 1006 
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APPENDIX D: SOURCE CODE LISTINGS 

A. Source Code and Program listing for analysis of Reversals 

Program revall: Unix shell script that executes the following programs 

Program - sorttmp.sm - Sorts PERMIT transactions by finance number, permit 
number, and transaction date. 

Input file: PERMIT transaction file documented in LR-H-108 Appendix A 
output file: trans.sort - sorted transactions‘ 

Program - reverreg.f Fortran program to match reversal records to original 
entry and subsequent re-entry. 

input file: - transsort 
Output files: 

reso1ved.x - Listing of STD(A) reversed transactions which both the 
original and subsequent transactions could be identified. 
re-entry.dat.x - Listing of STD(A) transactions where reversal could 
not be matched to subsequent re-entry and surrounding transactions. 
ret-tal1y.txt.x - STDfA) transaction statistics by finance number 
rev-tally.txt - STDfA) revenue statistics by finance number 
byfin.conv.3np.x - revenue, pieces and weight of transactions 
reversed from STD(A) nonprofit to regular rate by finance number and 
permit number 
byfin.conv.3rd.x - revenue, pieces and weight of transactions 
reversed from STD(A) regular rate to nonprofit by finance number and 
permit number 
new.tran.np.x - listing of transactions reversed from STOfA) nonprofit 
to regular rate; original transaction, reversal, re-entered transaction. 
new.tran.reg.x - listing of transactions reversed from STDfA) 
nonprofit to regular rate; original transaction, reversal, re-entered 
transaction. 

Excel Spreadsheets 

reversed from regular.xls - summary table of transactions reversed from 
STD(A) regular rate to STD(A) nonprofit. 
input file - byfin.conv.3rd.x 

reversed to reguiar.xls - summery table of transactions reversed from 
STD(A) nonprofit to STDfA) regular rate. 
input file - byfin.conv.3rd.x 

reversed stats by node - inflation and calculation of volumes reversed in 
I, permit system from one STDfA) class to the other. 
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Input files: 
rev-tal1y.txt.x 
ret-tal1y.txt.x 

6. Source code listing for BMEU survey 

Program: select np.f - Fortran program that randomly draws sites based on STDfA) 
nonprofit permi;imprint revenue. 

Input file : strata.41414 documented in LR-H-108 Appendix A 
output file : select-np.out - Finance numbers of selected offices 

Program: rolivo1gmt.f - Fortran program that aggregates STD(A) revenue, pieces 
and weight by indicia type and finance number. 

Input file :. STDIA) nonprofit PERMIT system transaction file documented in LR-H- 
108 Appendix A 

Output file: npbyfinpmt.96 - STD(A) nonprofit revenue pieces and weight by indicie 
type and finance number. 

Excel Spreadsheets: 

npinflate.xls - summary table of nonprofit revenues and pieces. 
Input file: npbyfinpmt.96 

disqcalcp.xls - inflation of survey results 
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